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What are the
implications for
teachers?

but not 100%.

What does it mean?
Successful learning stems from
early success and applying effort to
effective strategies. This requires
a degree of motivation, which is
supported by having a growth
mindset, as opposed to a fixed
mindset. This helps students to
experiment, take risks and regard
setbacks as learning opportunities.
Growth mindsets build around

If your aim is to secure an 80%
success rate, you need to adjust
your teaching to build confidence if
a student’s success rate is too low,
or increase the challenge if they are
getting everything right. If a student
is struggling, go back to getting
them to practise things they can
already do and then try to move on

It’s important to remember that
simply urging students to work
hard, not give up or believe that
‘every mistake is progress’ doesn’t
help unless, at the same time,
you direct them towards more
effective strategies that will lead to
success. In the absence of effective
strategies, growth mindset mantras
are pointless. Worse, they can set
students back because, unless
success arrives, students may feel
even more strongly that trying is
futile.

by building their confidence – avoid

eventually finding success through
effort, not constant failure or a false
confidence through under-challenge.
If success is too easy, students
tend to set lower goals or apply
less effort; if success is too hard to
achieve, they tend to give up.
The trick is to support students to
find the right balance. Rosenshine

Analyse students’ performance to identify
strategies they can work hard at to improve, rather
than focusing on motivational phrases and growth
mindset terminology. It’s about practice, not
intentions.
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